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ABSTRACT

Systematic generalization requires a model to generalize to novel combinations
of already learned concepts and is a concern for many models that aim to learn
and act efficiently in the world the way humans do. Tested for systematic gener-
alization on the SCAN data set, it is shown that standard sequence to sequence
(seq2seq) models cannot generalize to input-output pair (jump left, LTURN
JUMP) after perfectly learning the pairs (walk left, LTURN WALK), (walk,
WALK) and (jump, JUMP). In this work, we show that the standard seq2seq model
(LSTM with attention) learns an invariant concept of a modifier (like ’left’) if we
increase the number of distinct primitives it operates on. This is analogous to
human learning where empirical studies showed that stimulus variability helps in
finding invariant structure (Gómez, 2002). With 300 distinct primitives, the model
learned a subset of modifiers in the SCAN data set exhibiting systematic general-
ization. We then devised a surgery task to analyze the representations of the com-
mands (like ’walk left’) from the models trained with a different number of primi-
tives and found that systematic generalization is strongly correlated with instance
independent representations of modifiers. Surprisingly, models trained to learn
modifiers on primitive variables (e.g. (jump left, LTURN JUMP)) showed gener-
alization, though limited, to compound variables (e.g. ([jump left] left, LTURN
[LTURN JUMP])) which is also human-like. Code used in the experiments is
publicly available.1

1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Systematicity is one of the long-standing arguments against connectionist theories explaining cogni-
tion, as opposed to classical computational theories that have mental representations that are struc-
turally composed and processes that are structure sensitive to explain systematicity (Fodor et al.,
1988). More generally, this argument favors symbolic AI rather than connectionist approaches. See
Minsky (1991) discussing the strengths and weaknesses of each program.

Lake & Baroni (2017) evaluated standard seq2seq RNN models, including GRU (Cho et al. (2014)),
LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber (1997)) with/without attention (Bahdanau et al. (2014)), on an
instruction following data set SCAN that they proposed. It is shown that all the standard seq2seq
models fail in zero-shot generalization of novel combinations of concepts that are already learned.
For example, models trained on the input-output pairs (walk left, LTURN WALK), (walk, WALK)
and (jump, JUMP) failed at generalizing (jump left, LTURN JUMP).

Since this evaluation, it is shown that a compositional data augmentation strategy (Andreas, 2019)
and use of CNNs instead of RNNs (Dessı̀ & Baroni, 2019) could improve systematic generalization
considerably. Russin et al. (2019) devised a novel attention mechanism which directly attends to
the semantics separated from the syntax information i.e. at a particular time step, decoder attends to
the meanings of the words across different positions in the input sequence rather than attending to
all the sequential information. In Lake (2019), the meaning of a primitive is disassociated through
meta learning by wrongly and randomly mapping their meanings in each task making the seq2seq

1https://github.com/prakashkagitha/Sys-Gen-with-Variability
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model constrained to learn the right association through memory. This work effectively transforms
the problem of a zero-shot generalization of novel combinations of concepts into a problem of as-
sociating the right meaning to a particular primitive through memory and thus learns an abstract
concept of a variable. Recently, Gordon et al. (2020) proposed to solve systematic generalization in
SCAN with RNNs equipped with the property of permutation equivariance.

Never before have been conducted a study to investigate the questions including, Do standard se-
quence to sequence models exhibit systematic generalization at all in any setting what so ever? If
yes, what can we learn from this naturally emerging systematic generalization?

Section 2. shows that standard LSTM + Attention model exhibits systematic generalization in learn-
ing a subset of SCAN data set with 300 distinct primitives in the train set. Section 3. devises a
surgery to show that the emergent systematic generalization is strongly correlated with the instance
independent representations of the modifiers. Section 4. shows that the models trained to learn mod-
ifiers over primitive variables also showed generalization, though limited, to compound variables.

2 NATURALLY EMERGING SYSTEMATIC GENERALIZATION

SCAN data set has 3 primitives in the train set (’walk’, ’look’, ’run’), 8 modifiers operating over
each primitive (’left’, ’right’, ’apposite right’, ’apposite left’, ’around right’, ’around left’, ’twice’,
’thrice’) and 2 conjunctions (’and’, ’after’) to combine two action sequences thus produced. ’jump’
primitive occurs only in the form (’jump’, ’JUMP’) combined with no modifier or conjunction in the
train set. Lake & Baroni (2017) reports that LSTM + attn model (with 100 hidden units, attention
and one layer) is the best model generalizing to combinations of ’jump’ primitive with modifiers and
conjunctions with about 2.5% accuracy. We use this best model in our experiments and as in Loula
et al. (2018), we do not include ’turn’ commands.
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Figure 1: Generalization to new primitives. Me-
dian accuracy and standard deviation across five
runs.

Investigating the drivers of systematicity in an
instruction following situated agent, Hill et al.
(2019), after training all the objects without
negation (e.g. lift X) and a subset with negation
(e.g. lift a not X), reported that the ability for
an agent to understand negation as a modifier
depends on the number of the subset of objects
trained with negation. The agent trained on 100
different objects with negation achieved a good
enough accuracy of 78%.

Hypothesizing that this natural driver of sys-
tematicity, which emerges with increasing the
number of distinct entities an operator is op-
erated on, is applicable to seq2seq learning
as well, we make the standard seq2seq model
learn all the modifiers which operate only on
the primitives i.e, totalling 6 (’left’, ’right’, ’op-
posite left’, ’opposite right’, ’around left’ and
’around right’) with an increased number of
distinct primitives in the train set on which
these modifiers are operated.

We trained the standard model (LSTM + attn) gradually increasing the number of distinct primitives
starting from 3, the number of distinct primitives in the SCAN data set, up to 300. We tested all
the models with four distinct primitives combined with 6 modifiers (totaling 24 data points) which
occurred when training only in the form (’jump’, ’JUMP’). See Figure 1. for the test accuracy of
different models.

We trained the model to learn multipliers (’twice’ and ’thrice’) as well, which are operated over
both primitive and compound variables, but the model managed to achieve only 40-50% accuracy at
test even with 500 primitives. So, to go beyond the modifiers we studied here, engineering special
inductive biases for systematic generalization might be the only way, at which the diverse work of
Russin et al. (2019), Lake (2019), and Gordon et al. (2020) make strides.
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3 SYSTEMATIC GENERALIZATION BY LEARNING INSTANCE INDEPENDENT
REPRESENTATIONS OF MODIFIERS
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Figure 2: Instance Substitution Surgery and
surgery task accuracy.

Humans learn a modifier as a rule/formula
which is operated on any compatible primitive
(Lake et al., 2019). But the meaning of a mod-
ifier is independent of any primitive it had op-
erated on i.e. the meaning of a modifier is in-
stance independent.

Evaluating the models trained on relatively
smaller number of distinct primitives, the out-
put for ’jump around left’ is most of the times
’LTURN WALK LTURN WALK LTURN
WALK LTURN WALK’, where ’WALK’ rep-
resents a primitive from the train set. We hy-
pothesize that this is because the learned mean-
ing of a modifier is instance dependent (here,
depends on ’walk’, a primitive which the mod-
ifier has already operated on). Trained with
around 20 distinct primitives, the model ac-
knowledges the presence of a modifier (’around
left’) with the right syntactic structure, thus producing the right direction commands, but, as it only
has access to the meaning of modifier which is depended on one of the primitives it had already
operated on, it produces a random/incorrect primitive where it supposed to.

Quantitatively, model trained on 20 distinct primitives would get 100% accuracy if we don’t account
for the correctness of the primitives. 87% for 3 primitives. This character is observed for models
trained on SCAN data set as well, with 3 distinct primitives. We found that 73 percent of predictions
(5638 of 7706) at test only made the mistake of producing a wrong primitive, with directions and
length perfect. (Analysis is on the best model of five runs, to show the ability to learn.)

We deduce that models learn the syntactic correctness of a modifier’s usage with just a few distinct
primitives but can’t afford to tease out a rule/formula for a modifier, by having instance independent
representation, as it hadn’t seen enough primitives operated over by a modifier yet. A considerable
part of achieving systematic generalization is just achieving the instance independent representations
for modifiers.
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Figure 3: Median surgery task accuracy with stan-
dard deviation of different models across five runs
and 10 encoder initializations.

We quantify the instance independence of mod-
ifier representations with a surgery task which
is a variant of the standard inference. First,
to process an original data point in the test set
(for e.g, ’jump around left’), a data point from
the train set is retrieved with the same modi-
fier (e.g. ’walk around left’). Then, the en-
coder processes the retrieved data point. But,
at the point of transferring encoder’s last hid-
den state to the decoder we do Instance Sub-
stitution Surgery(ISS) which subtracts the rep-
resentation of retrieved primitive and adds the
representation of the original primitive. And
the model is expected to produce the action se-
quence as if it had processed the original data
point. Figure 2 explains ISS and Figure 3 shows
the surgery accuracy.

This surgery is not a required condition for
the model to exhibit instance independent rep-
resentations for modifiers because of the fact
that this surgery needs the encoder to represent
commands as an additive composition of con-
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cepts. But a Pearson coefficient of 0.99 between accuracy when testing for systematic generaliza-
tion and the surgery task accuracy of different models validates both the statements that the encoder
representations do exhibit the property of composing concepts by addition and that the instance
independent representation of modifiers is a good proxy to quantify systematic generalization.

Although, the current instantiation of Instance Substitution Surgery(ISS) doesn’t scale when there
are more than one primitive or modifier in the command (e.g. ’jump twice and walk left’). May this
be the case, but we conjecture that instance independent representation of modifiers might still be
one of the properties that correlates strongly with systematic generalization.

4 SYSTEMATIC GENERALIZATION OF MODIFIERS OVER COMPOUND
VARIABLES (LIMITED)

Surprisingly, we saw another richer aspect of generalization in models exhibiting natural systematic
generalization. The models trained to learn modifiers over primitive variables also generalized to
compound variables in some cases.
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Figure 4: Median accuracy and standard devia-
tion on commands of form ’primitive left left’ and
’primitive right right’ of different models across
five runs and 10 encoder initializations.

We devised a test set containing the simplest
modifier operating over the simplest compound
variable, which are commands in the pattern
of ’primitive {left/right} {left/right}’. Models
showed drastically different behavior towards
different type of commands consisting com-
pound variables. Models showed an increase in
the accuracy, with the number of distinct prim-
itives in the train set, for commands in the form
’primitive left left’ and ’primitive right right’
(see Figure 4), but showed zero or near zero
accuracy for commands in the form ’primitive
left right’ and ’primitive right left’. Reason for
this poor performance could be that the decoder
needs to generate ’LTURN’ after ’RTURN’ and
vice versa which it never did in the train set and
also didn’t observe many variations of it, as op-
posed to primitives, to learn it systematically.

We evaluated models with syntactic attention
(Russin et al., 2019) and models trained with
meta seq2seq learning (Lake, 2019) on com-
pound variables. Models trained with 3 prim-
itives (4 for meta seq2seq learning model) which solved the entire SCAN data set successfully
showed no sign of generalization over compound variables. The more serious issue that we hold
against both of these models is that even when the number of distinct primitives is 300 the gener-
alization accuracy over compound variables is zero. Our concern is that these inductive biases on
top of a standard model suppressed the aspects of generalization that a standard model already has.
(Analysis on both the models contains at least 3 different runs that are perfect at primitive test set).

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Naturally emerging systematic generalization of a standard seq2seq model with variability in data
commends instance independent representation of modifiers, an insight that could direct sensible
engineering of inductive biases to enable systematic generalization that go beyond the SCAN data
set.

Outside of the seq2seq learning task, systematic generalization is a concern for many tasks where
we need instance independence like language understanding, abstract and analogical reasoning, se-
mantic scene analysis etc.
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